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The object of Gecko Shuffle is to keep track of which tile has a gecko on it as they are 
shuffled around.
There are two variations of Gecko Shuffle (set in the Options menu): Single Level Shuffle 
where the shuffle speed is constant and Progressive Level Shuffle where the shuffle 
speed gets faster or slower depending on how well you play.
To learn how to use Help, press F1.
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Single Level Shuffle
How to Play

To start, click on the tile with a gecko on it.    The tiles rotate face down and are 
shuffled.    Then click on the tile you think has the gecko on it.    The tiles rotate face up
to indicate if you picked correctly.    Repeat this for 20 shuffles.

Skill Level
The shuffle speed is set by changing the Starting Level in the Options menu.    The 
same level is used for all 20 shuffles.

Score
Your score is the number correct out of 20 shuffles.
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Progressive Level Shuffle
How to Play

To start, click on the tile with a gecko on it.    The tiles rotate face down and are 
shuffled.    Then click on the tile you think has the gecko on it.    The tiles rotate face up
to indicate if you picked correctly.    Repeat this for 20 shuffles.

Skill Level
The initial shuffle speed is set by changing the Starting Level in the Options menu.    
You are promoted to the next level whenever you pick correctly, and demoted to the 
previous level whenever you are wrong.

Score
You earn points every time you pick correctly.    The point values for levels 1 through 
10 are: 15, 30, 55, 105, 205, 405, 805, 1605, 3205, 6405.

Tip
Set the Starting Level to 10 for the most scoring potential!
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Game Details
Instant Replay

When the tiles are face up, you can repeat the last shuffle sequence in slow motion by
selecting Instant Replay from the Game menu or by pressing the F3 key.

Best Scores
Your name is added to a list of best scores if you have one of the top scores in either 
Single or Progressive Level Shuffle.    The lists can be displayed by choosing Best 
Scores from the Game menu.

Sound
Sounds are played if your system has the capability.    The sounds can be turned on 
and off by choosing Sound from the Options menu.

Using the Keyboard
Pressing the 1, 2, or 3 key is the same as clicking on the left, middle, or right tile.

Using the Mouse
You don't actually have to click right on a tile to select it; you can also click above or 
below a tile.

When the Boss Comes
Press the ESC key to instantly minimize Gecko Shuffle to an icon.
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Gecko Facts
The gecko family contains some 800 living species found around the world.    An image of
a Tokay Gecko is used in Gecko Shuffle.
Habitat

The Tokay Gecko originally inhabited tropical rain forests but has increasingly begun to
colonize human habitations.    It is found mainly in Southeast Asian countries including 
Thailand, India, Philippines, and China.

Food
Tokay Geckos are full of fight and will devour anything they can overcome, even baby 
mice.    Typically they eat a variety of insects.

Breeding
Tokay Geckos breed once a year and the young are almost fully grown in 12 months.




